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INTRODUCTION

Commercial air transportation has experienced revolutionary technology advances since WWII. These technology advances have resulted in an explosive growth in passenger traffic. Today, however, many technologies have matured, and maintaining a similar growth rate will be a challenge. We have come to the point where more complex technology must be addressed. At the Boeing Company we see the potential benefits of laminar flow as being worthy of the challenge.

A brief history of the technology and its application to subsonic and supersonic air transportation is presented.

- Laminar flow—the potential
  - Subsonic
  - Supersonic
- Laminar flow perspective
- Laminar flow at Boeing
- Laminar flow—the challenge
LAMINAR FLOW POTENTIAL - SUBSONIC

Many claims have been made over the past several decades regarding the potential advantages of "laminarizing" a transport-type airplane. These claims have ranged from wildly optimistic projections to the pessimistic prognosis that it is technically feasible but economically and operationally absurd.

To place these views in perspective, consider the results of a limited number of trade-studies relating to the fuel savings anticipated from full and partial laminarization of transport aircraft. As shown in this figure, the increments in projected fuel savings are significant. The projections vary considerably depending on the nature of the laminar-flow control concept employed, the extent of the airframe components to be laminarized, and the mission range of the vehicle. The conclusion one draws from these limited data is that, for long range subsonic transports, the potential fuel saving from laminar flow control (LFC) is worth investigating.
LAMINAR FLOW POTENTIAL - SUPersonic

While fuel saving benefits for subsonic transport applications may be substantial, the advantages of laminar flow technology in high speed transport applications may be even greater. From a purely aerodynamic viewpoint, past studies of typical SST configurations have illustrated the potential increases in cruise lift-drag ratio obtainable as a function of the extent of laminar flow achieved. Results of this type are shown in the left hand portion of the figure for both older and advanced SST configurations.

The graph on the right hand side of the figure displays the experimental data (refs. 1-2) upon which present performance improvement estimates can be based. The data are limited and suggest the need for improved supersonic wind tunnels with quiet test sections to supplement flight experiments. Such further work is essential to address the following two major questions for high speed civil transports (HSCT):

- What is the achievable transition Reynolds number (RN) on realistically complex configurations?
- What are the structural requirements of candidate laminarized configurations?

**MAJOR UNKNOWNS**
- Achievable transition RN on complex HSCT configuration
- Structural feasibility of LFC on HSCT
LAMINAR FLOW POTENTIAL - SUPersonic (conc.)

While the performance advantages of laminarizing a high speed transport can be readily identified, other more subtle advantages may also be exploited to make the overall airframe system more attractive.

As listed in this figure, an important benefit in laminarization may be the substantial reductions obtainable in both skin temperature and fuel temperature as a function of mission time. Reduced aerodynamic heating has many important implications. In high speed transport applications this must be considered at the outset of a design feasibility study. Besides the immediate impact on materials selection, the feasibility of structural concepts to be employed must also be assessed. Further, major choices in a whole range of aircraft systems will be significantly influenced by the degree to which laminar flow can reduce the net heat load on the airframe.

If the aerodynamic gains anticipated from laminarization of a significant portion of the airframe can be achieved, then associated reductions in airplane gross weight and sonic boom intensity can be expected.

Work remains to be done to clarify the important benefits as well as the possible problems encountered in thermal cycling.

- Aerodynamic heating reduced
- Structural/materials/systems benefits
- Reduced load on fuel heat sink
- Gross weight reduced
- Sonic boom reduction

- Thermal cycling possible problem
LFC PERSPECTIVE

The previous figures have shown some of the reasons for our interest in laminar flow. With potential gains of the magnitude shown, the obvious question is why laminar flow control isn’t being applied? To put this matter in context, the data for long range transport aircraft shown in this figure have been assembled from several sources (Dept. of Transportation and ref. 3).

Since the era of the DC-3 we have seen dramatic improvements in commercial airplane performance and direct operating cost (DOC) reduction. For several decades fuel costs remained low and the contribution of the fuel to DOC remained relatively small. Only since the early 1970s has this equation changed, and, with the advent of OPEC and other related factors, we have entered an era where fuel prices have fluctuated dramatically. While detailed predictions of future fuel costs are controversial, the probability of a generally upward trend over time seems certain. From the viewpoint of our commercial airline customers, the cost of fuel is a major element of their overall DOC and will continue to influence their purchase decisions.
WHY LAMINAR FLOW HAS NOT BEEN USED

While the economics of long range transport operation does much to explain the lack of emphasis on laminar flow technology development, it does not fully address the question of why this technology has not been used.

One reason is that early experience with natural laminar flow airplanes was rather negative. There was not enough appreciation for the effects of skin surface condition and waviness. Smooth structure simply could not be built in those days. Recently, however, when we carefully smoothed the wing of a 30-year old T-33 trainer, we got extensive runs of laminar flow over almost the entire flight envelope.

The unfortunate history of the X-21 is another factor. Perhaps this program occurred too soon but it was driven by the potential application to the C-5. According to a summary (ref. 4) given at the 1974 NASA Langley laminar flow workshop, the X-21 "failed" in spite of many impressive accomplishments. Due to an incorrect design detail, that in retrospect appears easily avoidable, primary objectives of the test program were not met. Progress on the C-5 program could not wait for the design of a new wing and thus, laminar flow lost a major opportunity to display its real potential. The technical community recommended continuing a research program, but funds could not be made available. For laminar flow research this began a hiatus which was to last a decade.

Given its history, laminar flow technology was clearly not ready for application in a commercial environment. The risk was much too great, and necessary performance gains were more easily achievable through other, more conventional technologies such as propulsion, structures, materials, and avionics. Generally speaking, the risk-benefit ratio for laminar flow had to be improved.

Failures of early application
+ Low cost of fuel
+ Competing technologies
+ Competition for funds

High risk/reward ratio
WHAT IS NEW IN LAMINAR FLOW

What factors are operative today to alter the previous risk-benefit ratio for laminar flow applications. The two major factors are 1) a greater need for performance improvements in today's increasingly competitive market, and 2) technological advances that have significantly reduced the risks of application.

To illustrate the advances in laminar flow technology, we have selected the three examples in the figure:

- Better understanding of laminar flow problems.

A resurgence of interest in laminar flow, in connection with the NASA ACEE program, led to a number of very constructive flight test programs. These programs have given us a far better basis for assessing the potential for achieving practical laminar flow systems for subsonic aircraft. Typified by the NASA Leading Edge Flight Test (LEFT) program, these efforts have given us a much better understanding of laminar flow problems and how to address them.
WHAT IS NEW IN LAMINAR FLOW (conc.)

o New materials and processes.

Significant advances have been made in both materials and, perhaps more significantly, manufacturing processes. For example, electron beam drilling of titanium sheet stock now permits large scale fabrication of porous laminar flow surfaces which are economically viable and corrosion resistant.

o Better computational aerodynamic methods.

Advances in computational aerodynamics enable improvements in two of the major risk/cost reducing factors of laminar flow development. First, we now have the capability to both analyze and design realistically complex wing-body combinations in a transonic flow. This enables the efficient development of wing and tail surfaces capable of meeting the requirements of either natural laminar flow (NLF), hybrid laminar flow control (HLFC), or full LFC systems. Second, mechanization of sophisticated boundary-layer-stability analyses allows the routine evaluation of a wide range of wing geometries. Such analyses simply were not performed in the past because of the unacceptable amounts of time and money they required.
CURRENT SITUATION

Our continued efforts to develop commercially acceptable laminar flow technology is dictated by the improved risk-benefit relationship. We need answers to a relatively few, but important, technical questions such as flight data at Reynolds numbers and wing sweep representative of subsonic transports to determine aerodynamic and operational effectiveness.

In the remainder of this presentation, I would like to discuss laminar flow work done by the Boeing Company under NASA contract and Company funded investigations.

• Technical advances/competitive pressures dictate continued effort
• Questions needing answers now
  • How much NLF aft of suction surface?
  • Operational reliability/maintainability?
  • Economics?
• It is time to address these issues
T-33 NATURAL LAMINAR FLOW FLIGHT TESTING

A Boeing-funded research program was undertaken to supplement the experiments conducted in the NASA sponsored LEFT program and to provide Boeing with experience in laminar flow flight testing. A series of tests were conducted in two sequential phases between 1984 and 1986 utilizing a T-33 jet trainer. The program had the following basic objectives:

Phase I. Testing of Baseline T-33 Wing (Smoothed) -1984

- Develop testing techniques and instrumentation for laminar flow flight research.
- Study the behavior of natural laminar flow on an unswept wing at high subsonic speeds (i.e. Mach numbers up to approx. 0.7 at altitudes up to 35,000 feet).

Phase II. Testing of a 20 Degree Swept NLF Glove-1985/86

- Verify NLF wing design philosophy.
- Verify transition prediction methods.
- Refine surface smoothness criteria.
- Perform in-flight measurements of extent of laminar flow and surface pressure distributions.
- Determine effects of selected surface protuberances (e.g. rivet heads, skin joints).

BOEING FUNDED TESTS (1984-86)
The program was highly successful. It demonstrated the cost effectiveness of using a fairly small and relatively inexpensive airplane to acquire large quantities of very useful experimental data. In this manner, key decisions could be made prior to commitment to a more sophisticated and complex test program requiring a modern transport-sized airplane.

In almost all respects, the T-33 program met or exceeded its objectives. While the achievable flight test envelope for an airplane like a T-33 is limited, the following observations were made:

**Phase I. Basic (Smoothed) Wing**

- Extensive natural laminar flow was present over the smoothed test section of the basic T-33 wing throughout a wide range of test conditions.
- A hot-film gage technique was found to be more informative and more reliable in detecting boundary layer transition than flow visualization using evaporative coatings or pressure sampling probes.
T-33 NATURAL LAMINAR FLOW FLIGHT TESTING
(conc.)

Phase II. Boeing Designed and Fabricated 20 Degree Sweep NLF Glove

- Extensive laminar flow (in excess of 40% chord on the upper surface at some test conditions) was achieved on both upper and lower surfaces of the glove.
- The extent of laminar flow was more sensitive to off-design conditions on the swept glove than on the basic (unswept) wing.
- Transition predictions based on stability theory (ref. 5) were verified reasonably well.
- Wing pressure distributions were predicted by three-dimensional transonic flow theory.
- Critical rivet heights in the region of the wing leading edge are dependent on unit Reynolds number, location and pressure distribution.
- Transition indication by liquid crystal coatings (as shown in the figure and described in ref. 6) was demonstrated. While highly promising as an in-flight flow visualization technique, the success of the method is sensitive to a number of variables and requires further development.
LAMINAR FLOW AIRFOIL TEST (1977-78)

While the T-33 flight experiments just described are among the latest Boeing Company efforts in laminar flow research, the company has been involved in exploring the basic issues for many years. As an example, an important test series, jointly funded by Boeing and NASA, was conducted in 1977-78 in the Boeing Research Wind Tunnel (BRWT). The large scale 30° swept airfoil model developed for these test is shown in the figure. The airfoil section was specially designed to provide an upper surface pressure distribution in the presence of the wind tunnel walls that is typical of a laminar flow airplane’s outboard wing at cruise conditions (M=0.8, CL=0.5).

Provision was made for slot suction over the first 30% of the chord on the upper surface and 15% of chord on the lower surface.

The principal aims of these tests (ref. 7) were to demonstrate that the suction system would function properly, to establish the required suction distribution for maximum efficiency and to explore the sensitivity to changes in suction intensity. Subsequent testing was performed to explore the sensitivity of the LFC system to various disturbance effects such as surface imperfections, off-design operating conditions and tunnel noise.

These tests gave us considerable confidence in our design and analysis tools and provided needed experience with a variety of techniques for monitoring and diagnosing the state of a boundary layer. Additional wind tunnel tests under contract to NASA are planned.

- Boeing IR&D and NASA contract
- 20-ft chord model
- Model tailored for free air pressure distribution

\[ V_{max} = 215 \text{ ft/s} \]
\[ R_{max} = 25 \times 10^6 \]

TURBULENCE LEVEL: \( t = 0.15\% \)
F-14 VSTFE PROGRAM SUPPORT

The F-14 Variable Sweep Test Flight Experiment (VSTFE) program is the latest in an important NASA-funded sequence of experiments with variable sweep aircraft to systematically explore the important effect of wing sweep on boundary-layer stability and transition - an effect not sufficiently understood when the X-21 program began. Boeing participation in these later programs has been continuous, with emphasis on developing and refining the computer-based capability to analyze and predict three-dimensional boundary-layer stability characteristics over a wide range of wing geometries and flight conditions. Details of the most recent work on this fundamentally important enabling technology for laminar flow are described in the paper by Rozendaal (ref. 5).
BOEING 757 NLF GLOVE

These tests of a Boeing designed and fabricated NLF glove were performed during 1985 under NASA contract. A fundamental objective was to determine possible adverse effects of engine noise impingement on an NLF surface under realistic operational conditions. The results of the tests are described in detail in ref. 8.

The important result of these experiments has been the demonstration that engine noise effects are limited to the under-surface of the wing. This opens a configuration option of major significance in a range of possible future hybrid laminar flow applications.
KRUEGER FLAP/INSECT SHIELD DESIGN AND TEST

Two important concerns in deriving a practical laminar flow airplane system are the provision for an adequate high-lift system and a means of protecting the relevant aerodynamic surfaces from insect contamination during low altitude operations. As part of our recent laminar flow efforts, the design and validation of an appropriate leading-edge high-lift device/insect shield was undertaken. The objectives of this work were to:

- Develop a shielding device that would protect a wing upper surface from insect contamination during ground roll, take-off, initial climb and landing approach.
- Develop such a leading-edge shielding device that also produces high-lift performance equivalent to existing slat/Krueger flap devices used on our present product line.
- Develop computational and experimental techniques for design and validation of such a leading-edge device.
KRUEGER FLAP/INSECT SHIELD DESIGN AND TEST  
(conc.)

This work during 1986 involved design of a "foldable bullnose" Krueger leading-edge flap, development of a computer code capable of predicting insect trajectories within the flow field associated with a multi-element airfoil, and the conduct of a wind tunnel test in the Boeing Research Wind Tunnel. Typical results are shown in the figure. The conclusions drawn from this work include:

- A practical leading-edge device, which is both an adequate insect shield and high-lift device, can be developed.
- Such a Krueger device is mechanically compatible with existing transport wings with slat-type leading-edge devices.
- High-lift performance need not be seriously compromised in providing adequate insect shielding.
- Experimental techniques (e.g. means of injecting live insects into a wind tunnel test section) now exist to allow experimental validation of insect impact predictions.

- BOEING IR&D

LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK ($\alpha = 0$ deg)  
LARGE INSECTS

HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK ($\alpha = 8$ deg)  
SMALL INSECTS

CALCULATED TRAJECTORIES

• Krueger is an effective insect shield
• Foldable bullnose type Krueger has good high-lift performance
LAMINAR FLOW - THE CHALLENGE

As shown in the figure, the development in laminar flow has been systematic and the results obtained are impressive.

Based on the enormous amount of laminar flow work to be reported in this Symposium it is clear that the technical community is making progress toward establishing technical feasibility. Our next research challenge is the attainment of the predicted extents of laminar flow on an HLFC aircraft with the characteristics of a modern transport.

- Where we are going in laminar flow
- Subsonic—ready for flight validation
- Supersonic—basic studies needed
  - Structures
  - Systems
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